Auto Body Repair & Painting (ABRP)
Safety Requirements and Miscellaneous Supplies

1) **Medical clearance for respirator use:**
The Medical Corner has a questionnaire that costs $12. Only if there are significant findings does an actual physician exam need to be done. The cost of the exam at the Medical Corner is approximately $45. The exam can also be done by your family physician.

2) Safety Glasses – as long as lens are clear, not tinted

3) Steel-Toe Covered Shoes

4) Respirator: Vendor will be made available to program students early in the Fall semester to administer a fit test and furnish specific respirator for student purchase.

   6300 Respirator Face Piece
   6001/07046 Vapor Cartridge
   N95/5N11 Pre-Filter
   501 Filter Retainer
   2097/01784 P100 Particulate

   Student's will later be able to purchase replacement filters from the various vendors.

   The respirator option for painting only is to use a school supplied fresh air respirator but the student needs to supply its replacement parts (head band, hood lining). These items are replaced for hygienic reasons.

5) Welding Helmet (recommend self-darkening)

6) Welding Gloves – 1 pair

7) Sheet Metal Gloves (recommend Kevlar)

8) Painter’s Shoot Suit

9) Painter’s Gloves – 1 pair (solvent resistant used for cleaning painting equipment)